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1 General Information
Application name DSHplus
Contact Ronald Kett, ronald.kett@fluidon.com
Programming language C++
Programming model OpenMP
Input data Tankleitung
Performance study Parallel performance analysis
Test setup Simulation of one second real time with 2, 5 and 8 Threads
Analysis tools Intel VTune

All measurements and analyzes were performed on Westmere-Cluster of RWTH Aachen
Cluster. Some additional analyzes were performed on the new Claix-System of RWTH Aachen
Cluster. The code was compiled with the GNU compiler 6.0.

2 Application structure
DSHplus is a 1D simulation environment, to analyse and optimize hydraulic and pneumatic
systems and components. For the DSHplus model “Tankleitung” several differential equations
are solved with a certain step width until the end time is reached. A process is simulated, what
takes only one second of real time. The application structure is shown in Figure 1.

The function CalcAlgebra consists of a lot of algebraic function calls. The most of them
are independent from each other and are calculated in parallel. The function is split in eight
OpenMP-task regions.

Figure 1: Structure of the application with percentage of the serial execution time (Intel Vtune)
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3 Focus of Analysis (FOA)
The most time of the application is spent in the parallel function CalcAlgebra. The behavior
of the threads in this function, work load balance among the threads and the serial performance
of the application will be analyzed in this report.

4 Scalability
Figure 2 shows the scalability of DSHplus model “Tankleitung” on up to eight cores. The
application scales good until five threads, but no additional speedup is gained for more threads.

Figure 2: Speedup of the application on up to eight cores

5 Efficiency
Efficiency metrics for the FOA of the program executed with two, five and eight threads are
shown in Table 1.

All efficiency metrics when running two threads are good, but become worse when the
number of threads increases. The distribution of computation time among threads not well
balanced for eight threads (Load Balance). When only two or five threads are used, all threads
spend almost the same time for the computation. The serialization efficiency reflects the loss of

2 Threads 5 Threads 8 Threads
Parallel Efficiency 94.4% 76.3% 47%

Load Balance 98% 99.3% 72%
Serialization Efficiency 96% 77% 66%

Table 1: Time efficiencies observed in the FOA for 2, 5 and 8 threads
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efficiency due to dependencies among threads, which lead to serial execution of the application.
Serialization efficiency is very bad when running eight threads because of the load imbalances
among threads. The threads need to wait for a long time on each other at the end of the parallel
region. The parallel efficiency depends on load balance and serialization efficiency, that is why,
the parallel efficiency is so bad for the eight threads case and not optimal for the five threads
case.

6 Load Balance
Table 2 shows the distribution of computation time and executed instructions among threads
in FOA, as well as the share of CPU time in effective and idle time of threads. The time
load balance of threads reflects for this application the load balance of executed instruction.
There are big differences in the instruction number, executed by the threads, when running
eight threads. The difference between the maximum and minimum number of total executed
instructions by threads is 34%. This can be also seen by observing the effective and idle time
of the threads. With eight threads used, almost 50% of CPU time threads spend for waiting
on each other. Even when five threads run, 19% of CPU time is spent in waiting at the omp
taskwait-directive. There is some room for improvement of the work load balance among the
threads.

2 Threads 5 Threads 8 Threads
Computation LB 98% 99.3% 72%

Effective time 98% 81% 50%
Idle-threads time 2% 19% 50%
Instructions LB 98% 96% 76%

Table 2: Load balance among threads observed in the FOA for 1, 5 and 8 threads

To better understand the load imbalances among threads, the deeper analyzes of the function
CalcAlgebra was needed. Each of the eight OpenMP-task regions in the function contains one
or several compute intensive function calls. One special OpenMP-task region consists of only
one function call, that takes 23% of the complete execution time of the application. The function
calls in other task regions take 8%-10% of the complete execution time for each region. These
eight task regions can be optimal distributed among the few threads, but while running eight
threads, one thread needs much more time for its computation than the other threads and the
performance of the application is limited by the execution of this one region. That is why,
the shortest execution time of the application is observed by running five threads and a larger
number of started threads gives no gain in the execution time.

7 Serial performance
Figure 3 shows the time share of the hotspot functions in the application during serial execution.
Also it is to observe in the figure the memory behavior(Memory Bound), vectorization report
(FPU Utilization) and spent cycles per instruction (CPI Rate) for each function.

The most time in the application is spent in algebraic calculations and for the data access.
However, about 20% of the execution time is spent in if-statements for data comparing, although
some of this time is also spent in data access. How you can see in the column Memory Bound in
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Figure 3: List of the most active routines in the serial running of the application with percentage
of the execution time and other metrics (Intel VTune, analysis is performed on the Claix-System
of RWTH Aachen Cluster)

Figure 3, the intensive calculations in BerechnungNichtErsterLauf are mostly memory bound.
This metric shows how memory subsystem issues affect the performance. 22.4% of the time
was spent in the function for memory access. Overall, the application is for about 7% memory
bound. The reason for long time spent in memory accesses is a lot of cache misses. A splitting
of complex computations in smaller parts can help to reduce the number of cache misses and
to shorten the execution time of the application.

The CPI rate is very good for almost all relevant functions except EmodulUpDate. The
CPI rate of this function is below 1. A possible reason for this is that the most time of the
functions is spent in if-statement. Overall, the CPI of the complete application is 0.43, this is
2.3 instructions per cycle and is a sign for the good computation performance of the application.

The next point to discus is the vectorization of the application. The FPU Utilization metric
shows how intensively the program uses the floating point unit. If the metric value is low,
this can indicate poor FPU utilization because of non-vectorized floating point operations, or
inefficient vectorization because of legacy vector instruction set or memory access pattern issues.
For all functions the FPU metric is very low. This is the sign, that only few operations could be
vectorized. A vectorization report while compiling or an Intel Adviser analysis of the application
can help better understand the vectorization behavior and probably improve the vectorization
efficiency of the application. Some improvement for vectorization can give the compiler options
-O3 and ftree-vectorize.

An other optimization, that can partially improve the serial performance of the application,
is the optimization of divisions in the code by shifting constant division terms outside of for-
loops. For example several divisions can be saved so in the function BerechnungNichtErsterLauf
(lines 1360, 1395-1396,1413-1414).

8 Summary and recommendations
Parallel Performance

• The application scales only up to five threads.

• The shortest execution time is observed when running 5 threads.

• Larger number of started threads gives no gain in the execution time.

• The computation time is good balanced when running 2 or 5 threads.

• Serialization Efficiency is not optimal when running 5 or 8 threads because of waiting time
of threads.
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• 19% of the CPU time is spent in waiting at the omp taskwait-directive, when running 5
threads.

• Performance of the application is limited by the one big calculation part.

Serial Performance

• The intensive calculations are memory bound for 30%-50%.

• IPC of the application is 2.3.

• The vectorization rate of the application is very low.

Recommendations:

• A finer distribution of the work among threads can improve computation last balance
among threads and will allow the use of more threads.

• Parallelization of small inner loops and using of nested parallelism can allow the use of
more threads too.

• A splitting of complex computations in smaller parts can help to reduce the number of
cache misses.

• Compiler options -O3 and ftree-vectorize can improve the vectorization efficiency.

• Optimization of divisions in the code by shifting constant division terms outside of for-
loops.

• Within the POP service Performance Plan and Proof of Concept the desired optimizations
of parallelization can be analyzed and applied to the program.
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